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CAMILLO BECCARI (1849-1928)

A «HOLINESS SPECIALIST» AND PUBLISHER OF SOURCES
ON ETHIOPIA IN THE EARLY MODERN PERIOD*

At the beginning of the 20th century, in Italy, the Jesuit Camillo Beccari
brought to light a collection of unpublished European documents on the
history of Ethiopia from the 16th to the beginning of the 19th century and
published them in the collection titled Rerum Aethiopicarum Scriptores Oc-
cidentales Inediti (between 1903 and 1917). This has become the essential
reference for anyone interested in the missionary phenomenon in Ethiopia,
from the Christian kingdom to the modern period. His colossal work of
inventory, undertaken in European libraries and archives, reveals almost ex-
haustively a set of documentation of unpublished European sources for the
period from the 16th to the end of the 18th century, thus creating a specific
field of Jesuit knowledge on Ethiopia. However, how was this documentation
compiled and produced? By following step by step what he was able to do,
we have the opportunity to read his work not only in the light of the contents
of the documents but also, and especially, in keeping in mind the process
that generated them. Approaching it in this way allowed for a shift, and for
consideration at the widest possible level, to put the stakes and intentions of
his work into perspective. The perspectives highlighted serve to emphasise
the fact that the function of «specialist» in holiness, which Beccari occupied
in parallel to that of publisher of European sources on Ethiopia, was related
and came to shed light on the very contemporary stakes of the Society of
Jesus in the face of other orders of the Catholic world. Finally, this work of
«descaling» reintegrates this production into a topicality, that of the end of
the 19th century, and in particular Italian colonisation and its establishment
in the region of the Horn of Africa. This paper is an invitation to read these
sources in a different way.
Keywords: Camillo Beccari, Ethiopia, Catholic missions, colonial stakes,
missionary knowledge

The end of the 19th century is a period at the heart of the stakes
in Luso-Ethiopian relations during the 16th and 17th century, when
the Portuguese crown and the Ethiopian Christian regime had shared
interests, Jesuit missionaries set foot for nearly 80 years upon the high-
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lands of Ethiopia, and other Catholic missions attempted to pursue the
adventure following the expulsion of the Jesuits in 1633-16341. From
1880 to 1920 there was a significant production of translations and
the publication of Ethiopian manuscripts in European languages. A
large part of the Ethiopian manuscripts written in Ge’ez (the classical
Ethiopian language), brought back by the hundreds by Europeans who
had sojourned on the high plateaus of Ethiopia during the 18th and
19th centuries and deposited in various European libraries, were clas-
sified, itemised and catalogued2. «Ethiopian» collections thus emerged
and become objects of study in themselves, taken up by a handful of
scholars from the European academic world. These scholars translated,
at a steady pace, essentially the manuscripts that they classified under
different genres, specifically «historical»3 texts (royal chronicles and
lists) and religious texts (lives of saints, liturgical texts, Ge’ez versions
of the books of the Bible…). The work done by these academic scholars
follows the principles of the methodical school, wrongly called, accord-
ing to Guy Bourdé, the «positivist school», which was very dynamic in
France and Germany4. It involved publishing editions of texts by col-
lating the various manuscripts available, providing historical and crit-
ical introductions, translating them into European languages (French,
Italian, German, Portuguese…) and offering the reader a solid critic-
al apparatus of notes, of considerable erudition, that conferred an in-
disputable value on each of these documents. The interest and curi-
osity of this scholarly world extends far beyond the Ethiopian field;
for example, the «Journal Asiatique», which, from the founding of the
Société Asiatique in 1822, defended the duty to «encourage knowledge
of Eastern languages and peoples, from North Africa to the Far East.
On the board of directors of the society there figure, among a galaxy of
scholars and academicians, the Minister of the Navy and Secretary of
State for Colonies, while the Duc d’Orléans has been made honorary
president». In subsequent years it became the true annals of Oriental-
ism, mingling philology with the work of cabinet scientists and those in
the field, as well as publishing grammars, dictionaries, translations of
manuscripts, memoirs, critical reviews and the announcement of vari-
ous items of news5.

The European community of scholars at the end of the 19th cen-
tury and the beginning of the 20th was remarkably productive, and
steadily published a very eclectic set of documents. In France, Jules
Perruchon6, René Basset7 and William Conzelman8 published, in the
scholarly revues «Journal Asiatique» and «Revue sémitique», Ethiopian
royal chronicles and notes from manuscripts held in the Bibliothèque
Nationale in Paris, among others. They also delivered Ge’ez texts (with
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their variants) and their French translations. In Italy, Ignacio Guidi9,
Francesco Béguinot10 and Carlo Conti Rossini11 published in their turn
other Ge’ez manuscripts according to the same principle. In Germany,
August Dillmann12 and Carl Bezold published the Kebra Nagast (The
Glory of the Kings) with the Ethiopian text and a translation13. Finally,
in Portugal, Francisco Maria Esteves Pereira undertook the same type
of work: editions of Ethiopian texts with a Portuguese translation14.
This broad impulse contributed, on the one hand, to the diffusion of
texts on the history of Ethiopia (especially the Christian kingdom of
the highlands), and, on the other hand, to the ordering, to the enrich-
ment, of a «corpus» that the scholarly community henceforth had to
consider15. In this way, a specific field of knowledge was constituted
on the Ethiopian Christian kingdom and, to a lesser extent, on Muslim
Ethiopia16.

Thus, at the beginning of the 20th century, in reaction to this vast
enterprise of critical editions of Ethiopian manuscripts, Camillo Bec-
cari, in his capacity as a Jesuit, decided to bring to light a collection of
unpublished European documents on the history of Ethiopia from the
16th century to the start of the 19th century (conserved in the archives of
his order and elsewhere) and to publish them in the collection titled Re-
rum Aethiopicarum Scriptores Occidentales Inediti (hereafter RÆSOI).
Unlike the Orientalist scholars, who formed part of a tradition aiming to
bring to light the maximum number of Ethiopian documents and to of-
fer them to an erudite readership, Beccari’s position was different. The
Jesuit wished to shed additional and complementary light, as he wrote:

Such publications [Ethiopian manuscripts], which, we hope, will follow
the others, shed great light on the civil and religious history of Abyssinia;
however, regarding the 16th and 17th centuries, when Abyssinia felt the
influence of the Portuguese and through them was installed the Catholic
mission of the Jesuits, the historic notes of the Abyssinian sources already
published, or in publication, need to be completed and in large part corrected
depending on Western sources17.

For him, publishing unpublished European documents from the
16th century to the beginning of the 20th was a matter of providing
a counterpoint. This would give historians sources to rebalance the
writing of this history18. The Jesuit was presenting the raw material; it
would fall to those in the profession to put it to good use. But the work
of collation, of inventory, done by Beccari was, through its ordering,
through the choices he made, the object of incrustation or overlay, of a
lack of transparency. As is pointed out by Angelo Torre for other places,
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this 19th-century production by learned authors calls for an «attitude
of critical empiricism»19 towards them. Far from providing essentially
«raw» materials, these collector authors built their documentary sets. I
would therefore like to examine more closely the composition of this
set of unpublished sources on Ethiopia, and assembled in the RÆSOI,
starting with the processes involved in the production of the sources,
and looking more closely at the way in which they were elaborated.
The «indiciary paradigm»20 method, with the follow-up of character,
appears to me the most pertinent in order to grasp more finely what
Beccari was «doing» at the moment he was doing it. This will provide
an opportunity to read his «production» not only on the basis of the
content of the documents but also, and above all, keeping in mind the
processes that generated them21.

The first step is to look closely at the itinerary of the scholar and
Jesuit of the late 19th century, who published manuscripts relating to
the history of Ethiopia from the 16th to the 18th century. This Italian
Jesuit, whose career was spent mainly in the Italian peninsula, was
the «prosecutor of the case of the saints» for the Jesuit order, and
published original documents relating to the history of the Catholic
missions in Ethiopia. While Beccari is presented biographically in many
encyclopaedia entries22, these provide at best factual information, with
no perspective on his scientific output and the context of his work.

As a second step, this work of overlay leads to the reregistering of
this production in a topicality that is the end of the 19th century, in
particular the context of Italian colonisation and its settlements in the
region of the Horn of Africa. From this point, these works, published in
all scientific seriousness, which still remain essential references, should
also be read from the angle of the knowledge Beccari produces and in
the light of his intentions.

1. Beccari, postulator general of the case of the saints and publisher of
missionary documents on Ethiopia: the intellectual itinerary

The archives of the Society of Jesus, notably the Catalogues, allow
the itinerary of each of its members to be pieced together, from their
entry into the community. Out of the biographical entries consulted23,
only that of Mario Zanfredini takes account of the Catalogues and most
closely reconstructs the itinerary of Camillo Beccari24. However, apart
from place and date of birth, the Catalogues are silent – as are the
entries – on the period before he entered the order. It is by starting from
another document that one is in a position to enlarge his biography
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and learn more about his family. While Beccari occupied the position
of «postulator general» within the order, he published, in 1910, an
18-page booklet devoted to the exemplary life of his mother25. This
singular, hagiographic work draws a sociological portrait of Beccari’s
parents and family. He was born in Rome on 14 July 1849, out of the
union (in October 1848) of Maria Polverosi and Giovanni Beccari, both
from wealthy Roman landowning families. Camillo was the eldest of
three boys and three girls, all of whom died as adults, the last at 40
while married. From 1862, his mother took a vow of chastity, with
the agreement of her husband, and devoted herself to charitable works
for the next 45 years of her life, that is, until 20 February 1907. The
Jesuits were part of the entourage of the Beccari family; his mother’s
confessor, even as a young girl, was a Jesuit, Father Geminiano Mislei,
in whom she confided while hesitating between devoting her life to
God or taking a husband26.

Having turned 15, the young Beccari entered the Society of Jesus
in Rome on 31 October 1864. He studied philosophy for two years
(1868-1870) at the Roman college, but, with Rome in the hands of Italian
troops, completed his studies at Maria Laach Abbey in Germany. He
continued his theology studies in France, at Laval (1874-1878), where
he taught theology for two years (1878-1880). Having graduated in
philosophy and letters in 1884 from the University of Naples, he then
taught philosophy at Frascati (1884-1887) and at Strada (1890-1897)27.
Beccari thus had a career as a teacher mainly in the Italian peninsula.

In 1897, his base became resolutely Roman: he was first named vice
postulator (1897-1901) of the cases of beatification and canonisation
of the Society, and then postulator general (1901-1923). His work con-
sisted in assembling the evidence for the beatification and canonisation
processes presented to the Congregation of Rites, in the Roman Curia.
To do this, he would spend time in the archives of the Society of Jesus,
located in Rome, building up dossiers from documents in the archives,
collating them and putting them in order so as to provide the evidence
for the beatification and canonisation of certain figures from his order.
It was in the exercise of this activity, as indicated by the writer of this
biography, that he investigated the case of the missionaries martyred
in Ethiopia between 1635 and 1640 (Bishop Apolinar de Almeida and
his companions, Jacinto Francisco and Francisco Rodrígues28). His reg-
ular visits to the Roman archives allowed him to uncover an unpub-
lished, varied and considerable documentation on the Jesuit mission
in Ethiopia, which had until then «slept» in the boxes of the Society
of Jesus, and to «amplify» (ampliando) his research by publishing the
15 volumes of the RÆSOI from 1903 to 1917. Having occupied the
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position of postulator general until 1923, he spent the last five years of
his life as archivist and librarian at the residence of the Gesù in Rome29.

The biography by Zanfredini, apparently dry and linear, has the
merit of establishing a link between the position occupied by Beccari
for more than 25 years, that of postulator general, and his role as a
historian and publisher of sources on the Jesuit mission in Ethiopia.
But this dual, concurrent activity is very important, first by making it
possible to highlight the stakes and dynamics of the development of
the collection: the RÆSOI.

Leonardo Cohen Shabot and Andreu Martínez d’Alòs-Moner have
proposed an analytical bibliography of the Jesuit mission in Ethiopia,
insisting, rightly, on the relationship between the European colonial
context of the late 19th century and the revival of interest in studies
of this period (in citing Beccari) on the Jesuit mission in Ethiopia of
the 16th to 17th century30. Apart from them, few authors have drawn
attention to the articulation between publishing and colonisation.

By taking an interest in the author’s textual production, and not
only in that relating to Ethiopia, new elements of analysis can appear
and reveal Beccari’s opus in all its diversity and complexity. The most
suitable location for a systematic analysis of the author’s bibliography
is the archives of the Society of Jesus in Rome (ARSI). If this lacks
an exhaustive bibliography of Beccari, it nevertheless offers a set of
documents that provide a panoramic view of the author’s publications.
A careful examination of this available bibliography leads to certain
significant conclusions that allow the rethinking of the context of the
publication of the RÆSOI.

2. A prolific author of varied interests

The bibliography of the author can be grouped into two categories,
depending on the type of content. The first concerns the publication
of documents for the processes of beatification and canonisation, and
the second the publication of European documents on Ethiopia (16th
to 19th century).

For historians of the mission and of Ethiopia, it is the second set
that shaped Beccari’s reputation, becoming an essential reference in the
field of European documentation on East Africa for the Early Modern
period. However, the first set of texts, an equally significant part of
the author’s work, have not attracted interest, which can be explained
by the fact that the publication of documentation aiming to defend
the cases of beatification and canonisation of certain members of the
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Society of Jesus was of a very different nature to the documents relating
to Ethiopia. Nevertheless, to consider this aspect, and the main function
Beccari occupied for more than 25 years, is to consider the situation in
which the author found himself, and to try to grasp the stakes that led
him to embark on a venture that would cover many thousands of pages.

In 1909, he published a booklet titled Stato presente delle Cause
di Beatificazione dei servi di Dio appartenenti alla C. di Gesù (I-3), in
which he listed the various cases of martyrs of the Society pleaded in
Rome over the preceding ten years (from 1897). The question of the
Ethiopian martyrs31 figured in this report, and Beccari signalled an as-
pect that deserves to be emphasised: «Venerable Martyrs of Ethiopia.
After overcoming many difficulties the Congregation for the introduc-
tion of the case was held in 1902 and produced a decree; the writings
of the Venerables were examined and they were approved. A book was
then printed to reject the accusations and slanders thrown at the mar-
tyrs and the Ethiopian mission of the Society of Jesus, the consequence
of which was that the Holy Congregation withdrew from the proposal
to hold a special session to examine the supposed accusation against
the Society. Now the apostolic process is taking place at the Curia of
Naples, a saving of time and money»32.

The matter, or the file on the Ethiopian martyrs, was presented be-
fore the Congregation of Rites in 1902, according to the author, under
the following title: Sacra Rituum Congregatione. Emo ac Rmo Dom-
ino Card. Cajetano Aloisi-Masella (relatore), Abissinen. Beatificationis
seu Declarationi Martirii servorum dei Apollinaris de Almeida Episcopi
Nicaeni. Hyacinthi Franceschi, Francisci Ruiz Abraham de Georgiis Gas-
paris Paez, Joannis Pereira Ludovici Cardeira et Brunonis Bruni sacer-
dotum Societatis Iesu in odium Catholicae Fidei Interfectorum. Positio
Super introductione Causae33. Beccari mentions the tensions around the
presentation of the file «martyrs of Ethiopia» before the Congregation
of Rites and the need to publish the above-mentioned book in order
to reject the accusations against the Ethiopian mission. It seems that
the slanders and accusations mentioned by Beccari are not contem-
porary with the author but much older, and date back to the 17th
century when the missionaries were expelled from Ethiopia by King
Fäsilädäs (1632-1667). In this period, the reason for the «failure» of
the mission was imputed to the Jesuits and to their hierarchical su-
perior, the patriarch Afonso Mendes. Mendes arrived in Ethiopia in
1625, and in 1626 received from the hands of the Ethiopian sover-
eign Susneyos (1607-1632) the latter’s submission to the papacy, He
henceforth pursued the Latinisation of the Ethiopian Church, which
had begun following the king’s conversion to Catholicism in 162134.
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From the end of the 1620s, through a series of measures, the Congreg-
ation for the Propagation of the Faith (founded in 1622) intervened
in the debates around the practice of rites to be enforced in Christian
Ethiopia35.

While the file on the «martyrs of Ethiopia» was rejected in 1902,
the coincidence of the publication, in 1903, of the first volume of the
RÆSOI, titled Notizie e saggi di opere i documenti inediti riguardanti la
Storie d’Etiopia durante i secoli XVI, XVII e XVIII, is worthy of interest
and suggests a link to Beccari’s position within the Society as postulator,
as evidenced by what he writes in the volume Notizie:

Finally, I inform you that, in 1890, the case of beatification of two Ca-
puchin Fathers and, in 1902, that of eight Jesuit Fathers, killed, if both for the
faith in Ethiopia, were published in the Posizioni, documents to which the
note refers. And though to the point, the publication of said documents can-
not be considered as a true publication, because all that which is published
by the Congregation of Rites concerning the cases of servants of God is not
public, however I thought to mention it, because such documents, in Rome
and elsewhere, are already known by various persons36.

This first volume (of 519 pages), in addition to announcing what the
whole collection would cover, by means of an inventory duly listed in
the first part (1. The Histories and the Historic Treatises; 2. the Relations
and the letters from the Jesuits from 1560 to 1713; 3. the Relations and
the letters from persons outside the Society of Jesus from 1630 to 1800),
also delivers a very detailed analysis of the historical works that figure
in the collection, as well as a summary of the contents of each text in
Italian. Also, in the second part, after choosing from the inventory of the
Relations listed in the first part, he offers a summary in Italian of certain
of these. Finally, and thirdly, he chose certain documents (chapters of
historic works, letters from Jesuits and persons outside the Society of
Jesus), publishing them in full in their original language (Portuguese,
Spanish, Latin and Ge’ez37) with an Italian translation opposite. We will
come back to these choices. Each set of documents is accompanied by
an introduction in which the author presents information on the dating
of the manuscripts, the reasons for his choices and contextual elements
of the documents and the period of their publication – the beginning
of the 20th century. This first volume is the only one in the collection in
which Italian is used in the introductions; Latin is used for the critical
introductions of subsequent volumes.

From the publication of this first volume, in 1903, Beccari knew
precisely what would figure in the announced collection. He also writes,
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in the introduction, that he is in possession of a set of photographic
copies of the manuscripts38, and that he has spent a certain time in
the archives of Lisbon and received the assistance and advice of Fran-
cisco Maria Esteves Pereira, as well as four years in the archives of the
Propaganda Fide in Rome (and the support of one of the archivists,
the Reverend D. Pietro Semadini)39. Beccari’s prior work, carried out
largely personally40, was immense, and there is reason to believe that he
began it when he assumed his position as vice postulator of the cases of
beatification and canonisation of the Society of Jesus, from 1897.

Putting the concurrent nature of these two projects into perspect-
ive invites us to rethink the stakes and the intentions of the publication
of the RÆSOI and to re-evaluate the demands that were at work within
the Society of Jesus in the late 19th and early 20th century. The defence
of the file on the «martyrs of Ethiopia» at the end of the 19th century
was squarely linked to their actions taken in the 17th century. Pierre-
Antoine Fabre has reflected on the «mobility» between «sources» (of
the missionary orders, and particularly the Jesuits), «historiography»
and «history», and suggests that we see these «like a surprising system
of communicating vessels». Otherwise, he continues,

how to isolate the «sources» from a historiography already at work in their
conservation – and especially for everything that relates to the administration
of the missionary enterprise – and therefore how not to make this histori-
ography into the historical instrument of a permanent reorganisation of the
institution, to the point, for example, of questioning the place of the publi-
cation of modern sources on the history of the Society of Jesus in a long-term
perspective on a progressive restoration of the order throughout the course
of the 19th century?41.

It seems to me that this framework of analysis is particularly pertin-
ent in the case of the RÆSOI and that it must be considered in the light
of this perspective. Because the collection is not only a body of unpub-
lished documents; it is also the manifestation of issues and claims that
must be restored, certainly within the institution itself, but also outside.

From an internal point of view, the project of the RÆSOI was in
line with the decision of the Jesuits at the end of the 19th century,
under the generalship of Luis Martín García (1846-1906), to work in
a manner consistent with the «modern criticism» that had emerged in
Germany and generally in Protestant circles42. In 1894 the long work
of publication of the Monumenta Historica Societatis Iesu began43, the
objective of which was to return to the origins of the order and to fix
the past of the «first» Society in order to participate, through writing, in
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the refounding of the order. In the spirit of the general, the Monumenta 
was «an excellent means to further inject into the Society the giant 
spirit of the founder».44 The collection began with the publication of 
the letters of Ignatius of Loyola, and in 1932 turned to the history of the 
missions. Thus the editorial enterprise of the RÆSOI was welcomed as 
«a real and own series of Monumenta aethiopica» by the revue «Civiltà 
Cattolica» (one of the media organs of the Society of Jesus) from 190345, 
and in this way participated, through writing, in the refounding of the 
order and the ordering of an account that would update the actions of 
the earliest Jesuits in one of the order’s first missions46. The Monumenta 
aethiopica offered countless documentary resources and «reservoirs» of 
knowledge. It was welcomed enthusiastically in the circles of learned 
Orientalist societies, as shown by the account of Abbé Jean-Baptiste 
Chabot, a great Syrianist (published in 1918, a year after the appearance 
of the last volume of the RÆSOI), in these terms:

The colonial policy of the Western nations was no stranger to the 
movement, which nowadays has pushed some scholars towards Ethiopi-
an studies. The work relative to languages, to ethnography, to geo-
graphy, to the history of Abyssinia has grown constantly for 50 years. 
Among these many publications, none have attained by their range, 
nor surpassed by their importance, the vast collection of unpublished 
documents that Father Camillo Beccari has just completed with great 
erudition, scrupulous care and tireless patience47.

While the issues linked to the defence and the existence of the 
Jesuit order may have appeared through the example of the publication 
of the RÆSOI, others would also be addressed, such as that of Italy’s 
colonial interests in the Horn of Africa.

x3.The «Rerum Aethiopicarum Scriptores Occidentales Inediti» and the 
European colonial context

The years 1880 to 1920, a moment of intensive translation and crit-
ical editing of unpublished documents on Ethiopia, are also the moment 
when European states divided up Africa, appropriating their conquests 
by colonisation. To speak only of the Horn of Africa, with the opening 
of the Suez Canal, in 1869, the Red Sea became a highly strategic zone 
and of commercial importance. The colonial powers sought to seize 
possessions along the coast. In the case of the Italians, they installed 
themselves at Assab in 1882, at Massawa and Beilul in 1885, at Asmara 
and Keren in 1889. Eritrea became an Italian colony in 189048. More 
generally, in this global context of the era of imperialism, concerns arose
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about the relationship between national interests, Christian universal-
ism and the role of the missions. The chancelleries of the states involved
in the wave of colonialism called for a nationalisation of the missionar-
ies, which posed new difficulties for the Congregation for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith, called upon to adapt. As Massimo De Giuseppe points
out, the Lombard Seminary for Foreign Missions (the future Pontificio
istituto missioni estere, PIME) was conceived on the model of the For-
eign Missions Society of Paris. Unlike France, which, since the 1820s,
had benefited from an atmosphere of missionary awakening associated
with the colonial spirit, the revival of the missionary spirit of the Italian
Church came later, and was based on the missionary experiences of
the mid-19th century. These began to reverse the decline of the histor-
ic congregations and numbers of missionaries, and the demands of a
«new missionary» were linked more to assistance and education, and
committed to reflect on a direct confrontation with such categories
as the nation, the international community, the civilising mission and
modernity. Each congregation contributed to redefining (in response to
a request from the Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith) the
spiritual, moral and cultural training of the missionaries. The situation
in the colony of Eritrea, due to tensions between the Italian government
and the Propagation of the Faith (its goods were sequestered following
a decision of the Court of Cassation in 1885), did not incline the Vat-
ican to support the proclamation, in 1890, of the new Italian colony.
The situation did not favour Italian colonial ambitions, as was under-
stood perfectly by Francesco Crispi, who, upon returning to govern-
ment, sought to re-establish good relations with the Roman congrega-
tion. In 1894 the apostolic prefecture of Eritrea was established, and
was entrusted to the Roman Capuchin Michele Carbonara. After the
Battle of Adwa and the crisis of the end of the century, in 1904 the
missions in Italian Somalia were rather entrusted to the Trinitarians.
The next year Asmara (capital of Eritrea) welcomed the Italian Coloni-
al Congress. The territorial powers given to Italian missionary groups
provoked tensions, for example with the French Lazarists, and created
tensions within even the Combonians.

The presence of Italian missionaries, from different orders and
congregations, made it possible to confront the crisis of different insti-
tutional models in the colonies, while living the internal contradictions
of the «civilising mission». This helped to test their own missionary
method, their own networks with local political institutions, but also to
rethink their idea of nation, empire and Christian universalism49.

It was in this context of divergent interests that the enterprise of ex-
huming sources conducted by Beccari sought to assert the anteriority of
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the presence of the Jesuits in this zone, even if at the time no members of
the order were locally present. The existence of an unpublished docu-
mentation, and the power of witness through the texts, argued in favour
of their publication, as seen by the financing granted by the colonial
authorities (the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the colonial government
of Eritrea) for the whole collection published between 1903 and 191750.

The link between the European colonial context and the imple-
mentation of the RÆSOI project has already been tackled by Martínez
d’Alòs-Moner. He insists on the link between the time of colonial ex-
pansion, from the middle of the 19th century to the beginning of the
20th, and the interest generated at this time in colonial academic circles
in missionary activity in Ethiopia during the 16th and 17th centuries.
This colonial historiography «(re)discovers» the documents of the Early
Modern period as useful witnesses to the ideology of European expan-
sion51. The synthetic tableau presented by the author, embellished with
a chronological bibliography, gives a measure of the debates that anim-
ated the European academic world in this era. As Martínez d’Alòs-Mon-
er concludes: «The collection edited by Beccari itself, an indispensable
tool for research today, would have been unthinkable were it not for the
great interest that colonial Italy had in looking for friendly memories in
lands it wanted to dominate. At the same time, a few points made by
colonial or missionary historiography have been assumed into modern
historiography without having endured much revision or criticism»52.

Attaching himself to the programme outlined in the first volume
of the collection, the Jesuit first occupied himself with two manuscripts
written in Portuguese preserved in the Roman archives of the Society of
Jesus, the first being that of Pedro Páez, Historia da Ethiopia (completed
around 1622), (538 fol.)53, and the second that of Manuel Barradas,
Tratado primeiro. Do estado da Santa Fé romana em Ethiopia quando se
lançou o pregão contra ella; Tratado segundo. Do reino de Tygrê e seus
mandos em Ethiopia; Tratado terceiro. Da cidade e fortaleza de Adem
(1634), (204 fol.)54. The first two books of Páez’s Historia da Ethiopia
were published in 1905 (in the second volume of the RÆSOI), and his
last two books (Volume III of the RÆSOI) and the Treatises of Bar-
radas appeared in 1906 (Volume IV of the RÆSOI). In the following
years (1907-1908), it was the turn of Manuel de Almeida’s manuscript
(divided into ten books), the Historia de Ethiopia a alta ou Abassia, im-
perio do Abexim, cujo Rey vulgarmente he chamado Preste Joam (1646)
(620 fol.)55, preserved in the British Museum (Ms., add. MS 9861) and
for which Beccari obtained a photographic copy. In 1907, Volumes V
and VI appeared (the first eight books of the Historia), and in 1908
came Volume VII (the last two books). The year 1909 was devoted to
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the Latin manuscript of the patriarch Afonso Mendes, Expeditionis Ae-
thiopicae patriarchae Alphonsi Mendesii (around 1650) (416 fol.), held
in boxes at the Society of Jesus in Rome56 and figuring in Volumes VIII
and IX of the RÆSOI. Over the following five years, Beccari devoted
himself to the publication of Volumes X to XIV in the collection, which
contained the correspondence (from the mid-16th to early 17th cen-
tury) from Jesuits and individuals outside the Society of Jesus: Iberian
kings, viceroys of India, cardinal prefects of the Propaganda Fide, etc.

Finally, Volume XV was published in 1917, consisting of an ana-
lytical index covering the entire collection (each volume has its own
index). It is a working tool that he proposed by facilitating access to
the entire collection. Besides making it easier to navigate through this
set of 7000 pages, Volume XV also contributes to the crushing of the
collection, thus placing the histories, the treatises and the correspond-
ence on the same level.

While the volumes of the RÆSOI appeared at intervals of one or
two each year, following the publication (in Portuguese) of Barradas’s
Tratados (Vol. IV, 1906), Beccari offered to translate the second treatise
into Italian.

Manuel Barradas entered the Society in 1587 and was sent as a
missionary to India, where he served for more than thirty years. After
the announcement of the conversion to Catholicism of the Ethiopian
king Susneyos, in late 1621, the first contingent of missionaries was sent
to Ethiopia. He was part of the group (together with Manuel de Al-
meida, Luís Cardeira and Francisco Carvalho) that arrived at Massawa
in 1624. He left Ethiopia in 1633. It was during his detention by the
Turks at Aden that he wrote three geographical treatises of paramount
importance, which drew Beccari’s attention57.

In a reshuffled and simplified Italian version, the most important
of the three treatises, focusing on the Tigre region (northern Ethiopia),
was published in an Italian colonial revue in 1909 under the title Il
Tigré descritto da un missionario gesuita del secolo XVII58. Three years
later, in 1912, a new edition appeared in a deluxe form, augmented with
illustrations and ethnographic photographs typical of the period (land-
scapes, wildlife, plants, portraits, villages, indigenous monasteries…)59.
This is a publishing project that differs from the RÆSOI, even if it
represents a link, in that Barradas’s text serves as the matrix for the
simplified Italian translation, as Beccari thus informed the reader:

This second edition, made possible by the generous monetary contribu-
tion of the Central Directorate of Colonial Affairs and the Government of
the colony of Eritrea, is significantly improved and more elegant, with the
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addition of new notes and some zinc plates, of photographs kindly and gra-
ciously supplied by certain officials of the Colony60.

Modern historiography has accorded little importance to the pub-
lication of this reshuffled and simplified Italian text, preferring to make
use of Barradas’s complete text (in Portuguese)61.

However, to reflect on these successive editions of Il Tigré descritto
da un missionario gesuita del secolo XVII, and on the paratext (intro-
duction, notes, illustrations…), is to give the full measure of this edit-
orial project and to illuminate its genesis. In his introduction, Beccari
presented the different stages of the Jesuit mission in Ethiopia accord-
ing to a Jesuit-centric perspective and the biography of the author on
which he would rely; he then developed all the interest there would be
for Italian-language speakers to learn what one of their coreligionists
had written three centuries earlier. Let us allow him to explain:

I thought I was doing an agreeable thing for readers who did not know old
Portuguese, to present to them an Italian version of the Portuguese Treatise,
from which we will see what opinion we had of the Portuguese missionaries
from the whole Ethiopian region, which extends between the River Tacassè
and the sea, and like them believed the opportunity to establish a European
colony, which through the prosperity of commerce would one day become
flourishing. And I believe that for we Italians, who today possess a colony
in the same region, it could be useful to understand the importance (the
missionaries) gave to the climate and to the products of this same (region),
where for long years they lived and carefully noted down each thing. If par-
ty-political interests had not for so long thrown discredit upon the colony of
Eritrea, going so far as to say it was nothing but a heap of sand62 famous for
nothing but malign fevers, and that we had not thus created almost a climate
of antipathy for everything that happens to our colony, perhaps it would have
reached the same degree of prosperity that Barradas foresaw for the Por-
tuguese colony, which he planned to establish from Massawa to the Marèb63.

Barradas’s 17th-century project to establish a colony in northern
Ethiopia represents the argument legitimising the Italian presence in
Eritrea. Beccari’s fascination with Barradas’s account is obvious. His
«colleague» of three centuries earlier had given a precise geographic
and ethnographic description that would provide all the «light», and
would serve «we Italians, who possess a colony». Beccari concludes:

These wise considerations [were] written three centuries ago by Father
Barradas, great connoisseur as he was of Abyssinian people and things. Tigray
is still as it was described by Barradas, and the inhabitants are unchanged
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both in nature and in custom. I wish in consequence that Italy, which has
become the patron of this vast Ethiopian territory, running from the Mareb
to the Red Sea, profits from the experience of the old missionary and attempts
seriously once and for all to derive from this colony the advantages that until
now [Italy] has not wanted nor been able to win64.

To the vision of a static time is added Beccari’s admiration for
the writing style, «the integrity, the naive simplicity and the personal
experience of the authors (Barradas, Páez and de Almeida), which gives
an incalculable historical value to these writings»65.

His work of recovering texts, and the abridged edition in Italian,
would enlighten and convince the doubters, the opponents of the Itali-
an occupation of Eritrea (and of Libya), and lead them to recognise
the sound footing of such an enterprise. As Martínez d’Alòs-Moner
rightly emphasises, «The peoples engaged in European colonial expan-
sion looked with admiration upon the inquiries of Portuguese mission-
aries and agents of the modern period. As a result, the Portuguese
were seen as the “pioneers” of the explored areas that colonial nations
coveted»66.

This digression through the literature produced by Beccari, what
we would today call «popularisation», provides insight into the produc-
tion of the RÆSOI in all its facets. It is no longer simply a collection
marking out a new scientific field but rather a space of claims, whose
stakes must be measured, along with the processes that generated these
different projects. It is starting from this reflection that I engage in a
rereading of the RÆSOI, which for objective reasons has become an
essential reference.

4. The «Rerum Aethiopicarum Scriptores Occidentales Inediti»: the es-
sential reference67

From a methodological perspective, no criticism can be levelled at
the collection of manuscripts: their origin, their presentation – system-
atically preceded by a critical introduction – and the highly erudite
notes confer an undeniable value. Beccari conducted a patient work
of collation and transcription, scrupulous of the criteria of scientific
analysis of the time, as advanced by the methodical school. Beccari’s
methods align with those at work within the Jesuit order, and stimu-
lated under the generalship of Luis Martín García (1846-1906), with
this main objective: «It is proposed that the historiography of the So-
ciety be resumed, but more in conformity with modern criticism» in
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recommending a history in which «real facts are firm like numbers, and
mathematical and physical laws, and are incontestable. History, then,
is neither Protestant nor Catholic, nor is it a matter of sects or parties,
but has a scientific, immutable and binding objectivity»68. He called
on those responsible for the Monumenta to be «only editors, not com-
mentators on the documents», and, as Martin Morales emphasises, «It
was believed that the truth, which could always be discussed within the
narrative, would be laid bare under the “pitiless light” of the critical
edition»69.

The work of Beccari is in line with what is practised within the
Jesuit order and by those charged with contributing to historiography
through the use of archives. This collection, published at the start of
the 20th century, became an essential reference to the extent that most
contemporary historians interested either in the missionary phenomen-
on in Ethiopia or in the history of the Ethiopian Christian kingdom
in the «modern» period will, at one time or another, cite one or more
volumes of the collection. This inescapable nature was linked to the
fact that only the RÆSOI permitted access to certain of the published
texts (Almeida in its entirety, Mendes and, even more so, the collec-
tion of letters that take up Volumes X to XIV). The fact remains that
we are witnessing the categorisation of «sources», the analytical index
(Volume XV) providing, for its part, entry into the universe of the
collection, almost to avoid getting lost in its more than 7.000 pages.
Through this colossal labour of ordering, Beccari was persuaded that
the whole collection would be able to fill in the «lacunae» in the Ethiopi-
an sources and to do «justice» to the action of his co-religionists dur-
ing the 16th and 17th centuries, and, in a more general way, to «write
a true and impartial history of Ethiopia and the various Catholic mis-
sions in this region from the 16th to the 17th century»70. In this way
he created a specific field of Jesuit knowledge on Ethiopia, and, as
Jean-Claude Laborie emphasises with respect to the work of the Jesuit
Serafim Leite on Brazil, participates in a much vaster project: «the af-
firmation of the unity, and thus the specificity, of the Order [the Society
of Jesus]»71.

The other argument presented by Beccari to justify the publication
of unpublished documents consists in his being at odds with concep-
tions that prevailed in the 17th century, in Rome as in Portugal, where,
according to him, the possibility that a text would be published was
primarily a matter of the elegance of the style. It was thus that Baltasar
Teles, the provincial of the Portuguese province, «in an elegant Por-
tuguese, and with a style that conformed to the taste of the period»
published, in 1660, his Historia geral de Ethiopia72. Having no experi-
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ence of this missionary field, he wrote it from the manuscript of Manuel
de Almeida, who had spent almost ten years in Ethiopia. The point of
view supported by Beccari, at the beginning of the 20th century, is the
opposite of that of his predecessor, Teles. He defends the idea of a re-
turn to the original sources, because it is in their simplicity of style, their
experience of the terrain and the quality of the eyewitness testimony
of the writers that the «truth» could emerge. He himself addresses the
reader in the preface to Volume II of the RÆSOI: «With the help of his
writing and these documents, all the fables that have long slipped into
the history of Ethiopia and have been spread by ignorant writers right
up to our time, will be easily dissipated»73. The recurring idea of «fables
being easily dissipated» echoes one of the motivations of Pedro Páez,
who wrote nearly three centuries earlier in order to overturn those of
the Dominican Luis de Urreta.

What does Beccari deliver in publishing the RÆSOI? He takes
up all the composite documentation of the 17th-century missionaries
and articulates it around two sets. On the one hand, there are the texts
written by the missionaries from Ethiopia (histories, treatises…), and,
on the other, there are all the letters and missionary relations written
from and on the sites of mission, missives in response to or dealing
with questions relating to the situation of the Ethiopian mission. The
material gathered, through the good offices of Beccari, gave the impres-
sion of a collection that was as broad as possible, the correspondence
completing and filling in what the histories and treatises could not have
addressed.

Let us quickly summarise the aims and content of these histories
and treatises. The first two authors, Pedro Páez and Manuel de Al-
meida, titled their manuscripts Historia de Ethiopia. For them, it was
not about writing a history of the mission but rather about integrating
this into a much larger account going back to the first centuries of our
era, when Ethiopia became Christian. The thesis they defend is of a
Christianity that implanted itself in Ethiopia but was distorted because
of the ecclesiastical ties maintained with the Patriarchate of Alexandria.
Thus the gathering of local texts and their partial use (extracts from
theological treatises, hagiographic narratives, royal chronicles and lists,
etc.) serve as arguments to support their demonstration and highlight
how time and isolation have led to the «straying» of Christian Ethiopia.
In consequence, the narrative of their presence fits into this long-term
process and describes in great detail the actions of the Jesuits to reform
this Christianity. Páez’s text ends at a significant point, the conversion
of King Susneyos to Catholicism, in 1621, the year the author died as
a result of severe fevers. However, the three other accounts, those of
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Almeida, Barradas and Mendes, who experienced the expulsion of the
missionaries from Ethiopia in 1633, give their narratives an additional
dimension and interpretation. The return to the «true faith» had failed
due to the obstinacy of the clergy and the deeply rooted nature of the
Alexandrine faith. While the texts of these authors historicised the mis-
sion to a much wider Ethiopian religious history, the unpublished cor-
respondence of the RÆSOI (Volumes X to XIII) was only interested in
the period of their presence and following their expulsion, that is, from
the mid-16th to the late 17th century.

While the first set of documents published by Beccari (Volumes
II to IX) made visible the manuscripts of the Ethiopian missionaries
in their entirety, with the most complete critical apparatus, the second
group (Volumes X to XIII) of the RÆSOI, supposed to present the
writings of the missionaries in a different light, returned to the order-
ing of a Jesuit narrative by essentially publishing documents related
to the mission. The chronologically organised historical compendium
devoted to the correspondence constrains reading and gives credibility
to the published correspondence, the latter fully responding in a kind
of echo. For example, an extract from a letter of the Portuguese sover-
eign, in answer to a letter from a father in Ethiopia, corresponds to the
latter and helps to give unity and coherence to the actions or claims
of the Jesuits in Ethiopia. «Internal» correspondence (members of the
Society) and «external» correspondence (Iberian monarchs, viceroys of
India, popes, cardinal prefects of Propaganda Fide…) are mixed. The
requirement to publish any unpublished document having a link to or
evoking the Ethiopian mission, in a movement that starts from the mis-
sion (generally with a complete edition of the manuscripts) and goes on
to more distant locations (Goa, Rome, Lisbon), for which exclusively
extracts on Ethiopia are published, organises the historical narrative
in a linear fashion but breaks the generic relationship of the texts and
forces a directed reading.

Thus, the Jesuit mission in Ethiopia is presented by Beccari
in the following order: Book one, Patriarcha Andreas Oviedo (1534-
1592) RÆSOI, 10, 1910; Book two, Pater Petrus Páez (1589-1623),
RÆSOI, 11, 1911; Book three, Patriarcha Alfonsus Mendez (1622-1635),
RÆSOI, 12, 1912; Book four, Missionis Eversio (expulsion) (1633-
1672), RÆSOI, 13, 1913.

Each book is associated with a tutelary figure (apart from the
fourth) representing, in the Beccarian vision, the period covered by
the documents he publishes, but the chronology offered does not cor-
respond to any personal history of the three Jesuits. He naturalises a
chronology, sets the periods of the mission and places individuals in
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the foreground, in particular Father Pedro Páez, who until now had
remained on the edge of this history and who, in the early 20th century,
according to Beccari, must be rehabilitated.

5. Volume I of the «Rerum Aethiopicarum Scriptores Occidentales
Inediti»: the intentions and stakes of the collection

But let us return one last time to the first volume of the RÆSOI,
published in 1903 and until now considered by historiography as an
inventory, or summary, of what the reader would find in the rest of the
collection. Looking into the details, it would appear that it is much more
than an inventory and a presentation of what Beccari intends to publish
in the collection. And, in particular, the third book of this first volume
reveals and captures the intentions and the stakes of the collection.
From its appearance in 1903, reports appeared in various European
learned journals74. One of these, written by Lucien Bouvat in the Journal
Asiatique in 1904, described as a «most curious choice» the decision
made by Beccari about the documents he decided to publish in this third
part75. Unlike this author, the secretary of a learned society bringing
together the greatest names in Orientalism of the period, it seems to me,
on the contrary, that Beccari’s choice, far from being curious (even in
the sense of curiosity), gives the full measure of what the Jesuit sought
to do in publishing this first series of unpublished documents. Beccari
published in chronological order 32 documents from the middle of
the 16th century to the end of the 17th century76. We can see at least
three series of arguments here. The first concerns the question of the
file on the Jesuit martyrs of the 17th century. Documents XI to XIII
are signed letters from Apolinar de Almeida, bishop and auxiliary of
the patriarch, and Bruno Bruni that describe the circumstances of the
persecution that began in the first year of the reign of King Fäsilädäs
(1632-1667). Publishing them here was an additional piece to be argued
in this coedited dossier. As Beccari wrote in the introduction to the
documents: «All [these letters] are characteristic, and of considerable
importance, and can serve to give an idea of the temperament, culture
and spirit of these three figures77, who did so much for the mission […],
after countless rigours for the mission generously shed blood for the
faith they preached»78.

The second defence insists on the full and complete legitimacy of
the Jesuit mission in Ethiopia. Documents I and II are from Ignatius of
Loyola: the first, addressed to the Portuguese king João III regarding
the responsibility of the patriarch and the two bishop coadjutors, was
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written between 1551 and 155379; the second, consisting of instructions
addressed to the patriarch João Nunes Barreto for the «reduction»
of the kingdoms of Prester John to the union of the Church and the
Catholic religion, was written between 1554 and 155580. These texts,
the oldest on the Jesuit mission, are foundational in two ways: they
were written on the initiative of the founder of the Society of Jesus, for
whom the mission in Ethiopia was of prime importance, and founda-
tional in the sense that they fixed the terms and programme that the
missionaries were to implement. Finally, they emphasised the very spe-
cific links between the Society of Jesus and the Portuguese padroado,
such as the appointment and choice by the king of the ecclesiastical
hierarchy called to go on the terrain of the mission. The documents that
follow, in the saggio III, are unpublished letters of the Ethiopian king
Susneyos, attesting to the royal wish to submit himself to the Roman
Church on condition of receiving European military assistance. Written
in Ge’ez, followed by a Latin translation for the first, and Spanish and
Portuguese for the others, the letters are proof of the involvement of
the missionaries in the religious and political affairs of Ethiopia in the
first third of the 17th century and of their investment in driving the
founder’s programme.

The selection of published documents allows Beccari to emphasise
the extent to which the textual production of the Jesuits of the 16th
and 17th centuries is at once very precise as regards Ethiopia’s political
and religious situation, a faithful rendering of the lived situations, and,
subsequently, offers a counterpoint to other documents, which, unlike
those of the Jesuits, show a great lack of knowledge of Ethiopia’s polit-
ical and religious situation. This is the goal of documents XIV to XVIII,
letters written by the first Franciscan apostolic prefects, Father Antonio
da Virgoletta and Father Antonio da Pescopagno, and addressed to the
Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of the Faith, between 1639
and 164881. Their inability to return to central Ethiopia, following the
expulsion of the Jesuits from 1633 by the new sovereign, Fäsilädäs, and
the closure of the kingdom to any individual claiming to be Catholic,
prevented them from providing information other than that given by the
few Ethiopians passing through Ottoman-dominated Suakin82. Beccari
continued his anthology of documents (XIX) by publishing a letter of
Matteo de Castro, a Minorite friar, bishop of Chrysopolis and apostol-
ic vicar of Ethiopia, addressed to the Jesuit Parisiani, from Moka, on
20 August 1650. In the introduction to the document, he explains his
choice: «The writing of Matteo de Castro […] would not deserve, in
the name of truth, to remain forgotten, as it has remained until now;
so much is it filled with acerbic and vulgar invective against such a re-
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spectable missionary, the father Parisiani, and against a religious order
as a whole; but I wanted to publish it to show that Patriarch Mendez,
when, in his letter to the Sacred Congregation for the Propagation of
the Faith and later in his Historia, he drew a less flattering portrait of
said bishop, shows great moderation and did not take into account all
he could have»83. Beccari’s selection of this letter was intentional and
echoes the second part of this first volume, in which were presented
the principal manuscripts, in particular that of Afonso Mendez, Expedi-
tionis aethyopicae Patriarchae Alphonsi Mendesii… His book IV devotes
many chapters (from 20 to 28) where Mendez narrates events from his
point of view and refutes the main slanders contained in the Monitorio
(?), written by Matteo de Castro to the Jesuit Parisiani84. Without going
into the detail of the controversy, what seems worthy of interest is the
way in which Beccari returns to the stakes of the mid-17th century.

When the Jesuits were expelled from Ethiopia, in 1633, the reasons
had to be determined. Initially, the survivors of the mission, together
with their leader, the patriarch Afonso Mendez, worked on this as
soon as they reached Goa. The explanation provided by the Jesuit
missionaries was the untenable political situation confronted by King
Susneyos following his conversion to Catholicism (in 1622). Numerous
uprisings of «vassals» had constrained the power of his successor, in
the person of Fäsilädäs, to return to the «Alexandrine faith», as the
principal Jesuits of the mission wrote in a document drafted by several
hands (between 14 October and 11 December 1641) and attesting to
the excellent «government» of Patriarch Mendez85. This relatively short
document, two pages in length, summarises the position defended by
the missionaries, and is only one document among many (edited by
Beccari in the third volume of the RÆSOI) repeating the reasons for
their eviction to anyone who wished to hear. Their management of
religious affairs was not in question.

In Rome, however, and from the point of view of the Sacred Con-
gregation for the Propagation of the Faith (created in 1622), the fact
that the Jesuits had been the only order present on Ethiopian soil was,
on the one hand, problematic. From the time of the congregation of
26 July 1627, the commission had campaigned for other orders, par-
ticularly the Franciscans, to be there. On the other hand, after the ex-
pulsion of the Jesuits from Ethiopia in 1633, since they had necessar-
ily failed somewhere, by imposing the Latin rituals and customs on
the Ethiopian church by «main force», sending representatives of an-
other religious order, in particular the Franciscans (in the person of
Antonio da Virgoletta and two other companions), would allow, first,
the exploration of the possibility of a resumption of the Ethiopian mis-
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sion, and, second, the remedying of the «damage» caused by the Je-
suits. This decision was confirmed by the Congregation on 10 January
163486.

In returning to the stakes and controversies of the 17th century,
between, on the one hand, the Jesuits linked to the Portuguese padroado,
and, on the other hand, the wish of Propaganda Fide to take control of
the Church’s missionary activities, Beccari defends the activity carried
out by his coreligionists, and the supporting documents insist both
on their good management of religious affairs and on their infinitely
superior knowledge to that of the following religious orders.

The publication of document XX (a copy of a letter from the Jesuit
father Francesco Storer to Father Giovanni Calaça, rector of the college
of Diu, from Gondar, Ethiopia, 1657)87 underlines how, 25 years after
the expulsion of the Jesuits from Ethiopia, once again, only the Society
had managed to get one of its members into Ethiopia. Their skill, their
precise understanding of the situation and the insistent demand of the
patriarch Afonso Mendez, who remained in Goa, had led to the success
of the enterprise. Having reached the court of Fäsilädäs (the «sworn
enemy» of the Jesuits), by posing as an Armenian doctor, the Jesuit
Storer was able to assess the religious situation in the very heart of the
Ethiopian Christian kingdom.

Beccari’s staging of this anthology of unpublished documents
sought to take part in the debates of the late 19th and early 20th cen-
tury when the question of the beatification of the Jesuit martyrs of
Ethiopia was in competition with that of the Capuchin and Lazarist
martyrs. As Martínez d’Alòs-Moner emphasises, in the second half of
the 19th century Catholic missionaries (Capuchin and Lazarist) con-
ducted important missions in Ethiopia. Supported by the Congregation
for the Propagation of the Faith, once again, after almost two centur-
ies’ absence from Ethiopia, the Church regained its foothold and the
Ethiopian space was this time shared between two Catholic orders oth-
er than the Jesuits. Two charismatic figures, Guiglelmo Massaja (1809-
1889)88 and Giustino De Jacobis (1800-1860)89, enjoyed great popular-
ity in Europe. Massaja, who in 1884 received the cardinal’s purple from
Pope Leo XIII (1878-1903), was encouraged by the latter to pen his
own Ethiopian missionary experiences, known under the title I miei
35 anni di missione nell’alta Etiopia and published by the presses of
the Propagation of the Faith between 1885 and 1895. As for the Laz-
arist Giustino De Jacobis, apostolic prefect of Ethiopia, who died in
Ethiopia in 1860 following persecution, it marked the beginning of an
important hagiographic production for the opening, from 1904, of a
trial for his beatification90.
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It was evidently in echo of these events that Beccari’s work of ex-
huming the texts on the Jesuit martyrs of the XVII century must be
inscribed. The Society of Jesus and its general, Luis Martín, preoccu-
pied with and interested in historiographic research, encouraged the
uncovering of past memories of the Jesuits of Ethiopia91. At the same
time, what Beccari’s work of compilation and investigation revealed
was the competition between the Catholic missionary orders over the
Ethiopian space, the study of which would require a survey of the tex-
tual and historiographical production of the other two Catholic orders
but which goes beyond the limits of this investigation.

The third series of arguments in this documentary set, published
in the third part of Volume I, deal with questions related to geography.
Documents V, VI, VII and IX are chapters on the different historical
works of the 17th-century Jesuits. The first is a chapter from the Treatise
by Barradas (number V), titled «The seaports of this kingdom [Tigre],
in particular Massua [Massawa]». In the introduction Beccari bluntly
writes: «I thought to provide as a document the chapter in which he
deals with Massawa, not because it is the most important, but because,
after the Italian occupation of the port and the surrounding region, it
seemed to me that it would have a certain appeal in the present»92. These
are presented as both ancient and European narratives, and therefore as
offering a state of knowledge to Italy, occupying these spaces at the start
of the 20th century. Document IX93, a chapter from Mendez’s Expedi-
tionis aethyopicae Patriarchae Alphonsi Mendesii, raised the same con-
cern as Barradas’s chapter. The passage of the expedition of Patriarch
Mendez through the Danakil region (northeastern Ethiopia, south of
the port of Massawa), and its geographic and ethnographic description,
would be of interest in this documentary compilation, especially as it
was the only expedition to have passed through these places, spaces
now occupied by the Italian colony of Eritrea.

On the other hand, documents VI94 and VII95, consisting of a
facsimile of the map drawn up by Manuel de Almeida in the 17th
century, together with a contemporary map from 1903, and the chapter
from Almeida’s manuscript on the sources of the Nile (which is added
to that of Páez), fitted into the debate around geography and the place
occupied by the Jesuits in the field of cartographic knowledge. Beccari
considered it essential to publish the map in the first volume of the
collection, considering «this map of great importance for the history
of geography, as that which was the first traced by a European hand
on these places, and upon which all others leaned on for a century»96.
Beccari highlighted the foundational quality of the map, and saw its
importance for the debates related to geographical questions.
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The choices made by Beccari in Volume I of the RÆSOI, the ex-
cerpts from the various works of 17th-century missionaries, the diverse
and varied documents covering the period from the 16th to the 18th
century, all related to a very specific intention. It was about historic-
ally rewriting the role played by the Jesuits in Ethiopia in the 16th
and 17th century, making visible a documentation that had remained
unpublished and claiming, within the Catholic world of the late 19th
and early 20th century, the action of the Jesuits compared to the other
orders – the Franciscans, the Capuchins and the Lazarists97…

At the end of this inquiry into the trajectory of Camillo Beccari,
the focus on the production of the RÆSOI invites us to take a step
sideways and to no longer see, read and use this collection simply as an
assemblage of reservoirs of facts, but rather to see it «like a monument
whose series of successive architectural reworkings produces its final
structure»98. The itinerary of Beccari’s career, with its many occupa-
tions, allows us to glimpse how and why he embarked on such a ven-
ture, and the particularity of this «specialist» in holiness, little remarked
thus far, invites a more critical reading of the sources that he edited
at a sustained rate.
x

[Translation by Alfred LeMaitre]
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